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Allison Scheetz: Welcome to the Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy podcast, a 

production of Oxford Journals and the Agricultural and Applied Economics Association. 

Today’s podcast features a discussion between Spiro Stefanou and Darren Hudson 

about a recent Featured Article published in AEPP. If you are interested in reading the 

article or learning more about AEPP visit aepp dot oxford journals dot org.   

Spiro Stefanou: Welcome to the Applied Economics Perspectives and Policy Podcast 

Series. I'm Spiro  Stefanou, Managing Editor of the Journal, Professor and Chair of Food 

and Resource Economics at the University of Florida. Today we will focus on the recent 

featured article, "Rethinking the Water-Food-Climate Nexus and Conflict: An Opportunity 

Cost Approach". This article is authored by a team of six authors from Texas Tech, 

University of Massachusetts Lowell, Texas A&M, US Military Academy, and US Special 

Operations Command. Today we have one of the authors, Darren Hudson, Combest 

Endowed Chair and Director of the International Center for Agricultural Competitiveness 

at Texas Tech. Darren, welcome to our podcast. 

Darren Hudson: Thanks for inviting me on. 

Spiro Stefanou: We've had two high profile UN-sponsored activities colliding recently, 

the UN Report on the challenges of feeding a planet in 2050 with a 50 percent increase in 

population with no foreseeable expansion of the resource base, thinking in terms of water 

and land, and the UN Communication on Progress 22, which is known as the World 

Climate Change Convention, and the most recent meeting was held last week in 

Marrakesh, Morocco. Your article takes on a broader perspective by weaving the 

complex of extreme climate change, food shortages and conflict of the armed variety. So 

as we analyze the water-food-climate nexus your article lays out the case that we need 

an additional layer of sociopolitical forces to add to the mix. How do you start to organize 

this way of rethinking the challenges? 

Darren Hudson: Well, I think, you know, a good way to set the stage for that is kind of 

how we develop the problem to begin with. And how that really started was an article that 

was published in the proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences sort of alluded to 

a drought, a severe drought triggered by climate change occurring in the Middle East as 

sort of the impetus for the revolution and the rise of ISIS in the region. That was picked 

up by several policymakers in reference. What we noticed and several of my co-authors, 

you know, we're all obviously field practitioners here, and what we noticed was that, you 

know, the Great Plains of the United States was embroiled in a contemporaneous 
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drought that was probably more severe and longer lasting and no conflict ensued. And so 

it seemed to us odd to appeal to the climate change as a causal force of-- of the conflict 

rather than a contributor to it. And so we step back and I think, you know, how we began 

to develop this is the way we started saying, well, what-- what are these channels by 

which conflict might arise? And what we arrived at is, you know, a view that it really is the 

individual who has to make a decision in which to engage in conflict. I mean, you know, 

conflicts are group activities, but individuals make those decisions, and how do 

individuals make decisions? And so that brought us to this idea that what we really 

should be doing is filtering our view of these very disparate problems, the political 

problems, the climate problems, the social problems through an opportunity cost lens, 

and that opportunity cost lens leads us to a way to look at individual decision-making as 

opposed to these higher, you know, more reduced form, if you will, kinds of views of 

these chains of events that occur. 

Spiro Stefanou: So you referred to this opportunity cost of conflict. So this opportunity 

cost is a classic concept in economics and it reflects the relationship between scarcity 

and choices. How more precisely does the opportunity cost come into play here? 

Darren Hudson: Well, perhaps the, you know, so the best way is to think about a few 

examples that illustrate this concept and really, you know, if you think about an individual 

or a household making a decision they're looking at a number of variables. In our case 

that we're talking about here is obviously food or food security, you know, driven in part 

by water and climate change. And, you know, the household has to make a decision that 

says, can I change my outcome? If I am food insecure can I change my outcome by 

doing something and what is the cost of that something? And, you know, so they're 

weighing the cost or the potential risk of engaging in a conflict to try to change an 

outcome versus the opportunity cost of status quo. And, you know, we look at different 

ways to manage that opportunity cost process. For example, migration, you know, we 

see, you know, large-- large groups of people leaving the Middle East, you know, as 

refugees. They're making an opportunity cost decision that says I, you know, I'm willing to 

risk the cost and the time and energy and the potential problems that may arise by 

picking my family up and leaving versus being in an environment where I'm, you know, 

potentially starving or subject to conflict or, you know, abuse by a government or, you 

know, a variety of things. So that central decision-making in the opportunity cost weighs 

the costs and benefits of those alternatives. And what we wanted to focus on is how do 

they make that calculation and how do those-- those variables get affected. What are the 

costs? What are the benefits? 

Spiro Stefanou: How about institutions? How do they fit into this complex here? I think 

they have property rights, land tenure. 
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Darren Hudson: And it's great that you bring that point up because the institutions 

essentially form the basis or the rules of the game by which people play out inside of this 

opportunity cost framework. And so, you know, how does the government to manage 

those property rights? How do they protect them? What are the land tenure 

arrangements? Do people own land? Are they, you know, they able to borrow against 

land in order to smooth out income variability? All of those factors, all of those institutions 

play in a very important role and, you know, one of the conclusions that we reach in the 

paper is that, you know, it is fragile institutions, it's countries with very fragile institutions 

that are much more likely to see conflict because they lack the superstructure on under 

which people can operate and make better opportunity cost decisions that don't lead to 

conflict, it raises the costs of conflict or raises the benefits of other alternative activities. 

So institutions are integral into this decision-making process. 

Spiro Stefanou: So how should policymakers reframe the discussion and the options 

they have for looking at the water-climate-food nexus? 

Darren Hudson: Well, I think, you know, it's always easy to say, you know, things are 

much more complicated than they want them to be. They're, you know, they're looking at 

a range of possibilities. They're looking at many, many pieces and moving parts out there 

that are going to affect decisions and affect the capacity of government to do things. And 

the complexity of that problem I think is what oftentimes generates policy uncertainty or 

uncertainty on how to deal with those issues. 

Spiro Stefanou: So being more complex and a lot more moving parts, Arnold Zellner, a 

great econometrician, had this maxim; Understanding comes from simplification, not 

complication. What do you think of that? 

Darren Hudson: I-- and I think that's a-- it's a great maxim to think about this problem, 

because on the surface it seems that we're arguing that the problem is much more 

complex than it really is. But in essence, what we're doing is we're saying it is a complex 

world, but the true decision point is the individual making that opportunity cost calculation. 

And so we need to differentiate I think in our minds between adding layers and layers and 

layers of complexity in terms of all the different variables and connections and linkages 

and all those sorts of things versus really separating out the dimensions under which 

people make these opportunity cost calculations. So, you know, we can look at economic 

well-being, for example, or government capacity, for example, as very complex systems 

that exist out there, but they don't necessarily-- that does not necessarily change the 

calculation, it just makes the-- the capacity calculation becomes quite complex, but the 

individual's decision whether or not to engage in conflict is really quite simple based on 

what the perceived government legitimacy or government capacity is or their economic 
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well-being. And, you know, the interesting thing I think about, you know, approaching the 

problem from this direction is it allows us to look at these very complex systems. And, 

you know, another way of thinking about Zellner's maxim is that complex systems need 

not be complicated. And so you can take very complex systems, like a human body for 

example, and it really responds to very simple stimuli, and that's what we're arguing here 

is that, you know, the people in these conflict situations are in a very comp-- you know, 

they're very complex situations, but they're making a very simplified decision based on 

that opportunity cost. So, I think Zellner's maxim actually holds here and it hopes sort of 

make the point that we need to reduce ourselves to an actual decision here, rather than 

trying to grope around for sort of ad hoc or reduced form explanations that capture some 

of the things, but they just don't capture the actual decision that's being made. 

Spiro Stefanou: So it sounds like you're really focusing on the micro foundations of 

conflict as it's perceived at the macro environment. So deal with the micro parts. Deal 

with the decision-making processes parts of the problem rather than look at the broader 

political issues that may be at hand. _________? 

Darren Hudson: Yeah. I would completely agree with that. I think, you know, the macro 

environment matters and that doesn't mean we don't need to study or understand 

changes in the macro environment. I think what we would say is that all of those macro 

variables that we're talking about are catalysts that change the decision. And it's the 

decision that matters. You know, if we're interested in predicting conflict or understanding 

where conflict is likely to arise we need to understand that micro foundation, that decision 

that is being made by those individuals whether or not to engage. 

Spiro Stefanou: What are some implications for research as we look to explain and 

interpret this world-food-climate nexus? 

Darren Hudson: I think, you know, there are a number of interesting implications for 

research. And one of them is, you know, we need to break down the silos, as they say, 

and think in an interdisciplinary context. It helps, for example, for us to understand 

behavioral responses, which means, you know, social psychology and other fields in that 

area that help us understand why people make decisions, you know, and the factors that 

influence them. For example, a great question I-- at a seminar I gave a couple-- or about 

a year ago was do people make the same opportunity cost calculations under duress? In 

other words, if you're starving and or you've got a gun pointed to your head or, you know, 

any of these other kinds of factors, what kinds of decisions is your family or you going to 

make for your family? Is it the same as it would be in any other situation? That's a great 

question that requires, you know, some great interdisciplinary research. I also think, you 

know, the political science world has a lot to offer in terms of understanding things like 
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government capacity, government legitimacy, the democratization process and what 

happens in that process in terms of people's willingness to engage in certain activities. 

So those are, you know, those are really great interdisciplinary approaches. I think, you 

know, sometimes people take away from our approach here is that well, that disregards 

or it invalidates a lot of research that people have done on things like food security and 

conflict and, you know, sort of these. And those are not, that's not the point. We need all 

of the insights we can get on these more macro relationships. It's just that we need to 

understand that the-- those are filtered then through that micro opportunity cost 

calculation at the individual level. And so it requires us to think a little bit bigger and think 

a little bit more dynamically than we probably have in the past or comfortable with doing. 

But I think if we can make that transition it would greatly improved our ability to-- to 

understand these relationships and offer policymakers much more flexible, dynamic, and 

successful types of policy prescriptions. 

Spiro Stefanou: Well, Darren, many thanks for taking the time to share your insights into 

the emerging challenges that will surely impact all of us here in the near future. 

Darren Hudson: Thank you.  

Allison Scheetz: The article discussed today, "Rethinking the Water-Food-Climate 

Nexus and Conflict: An Opportunity Cost Approach" was authored by  Darren Hudson 

and five other authors from Texas Tech, University of Massachusetts-Lowell, Texas A&M, 

U.S. Military Academy, and U.S. Special Operations Command. It can be found in 

Volume 38 Issue 4 of AEPP. If you have any feedback or questions, please send an 

email to podcasts at oxford journals dot org. 

 

If you are interested in learning more about AEPP or signing up for free AEPP content 

alerts, visit aepp dot oxford journals dot org.  For more information about the Agricultural 

& Applied Economics Association, go online to aaea dot org.  

 

The music featured in today’s episode is the song “Forward” by Northbound. You can find 

it online at free music archive dot org. Thanks for listening. 

 


